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MeatWater Introduces New Escargot Flavor
New York, NY PRWEB March 21, 2008 -- Liquid Innovations, producer of MeatWater
brand high efficiency survival beverage, announced today their newest flavor, Escargots
Chantecleer, with proceeds from the sale of the new flavor to be donated to water
charities worldwide. www.dinnerinabottle.com/news
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i've tried this. it's actually pretty good.
kinda buttery.
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Stop the world Mummy, I want to get off...
a dubiously accurate account of the goings-on of me

home  gecko & fly  blogcrowds  link

Coming soon to a 7-11 near you!
0 comments  Published by Tim Norton on Monday, March 31, 2008 at 2:59 PM

MeatWater: The High Efficiency Survival Beverage

The product comes in a variety of colors and flavors to
satisfy any palate. And whether you seek simple
nutrition or serious energy enhancement, MeatWater
delivers!

You are an active, attractive, successful person. So
you're constantly searching for more effective, more
efficient ways to perform the simplest tasks –
especially eating! Protein shakes, energy drinks,
powerbars are all ways people seek to get nutrients
without spending all the time that eating requires.

MeatWater addresses this impulse by creating a product in the marketplace that fulfills the desire
for streamlined sustenance while embracing your inner carnivore.

We at Meatwater use only the finest Protein, it is an organic compound composed of carbon,
hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen. One of the main functions of protein is to synthesize structural
proteins like muscle. Protein is also responsible for synthesizing structural hormones like insulin,
growth hormone and Insulin Growth Factor I. These are anabolic hormones that can influence many
functions in the body, including muscle growth, recovery, strength and absorption of nutrients into
your muscle cells, immunity from disease and last but not least the increase of memory.
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Greenwash: Episode Two - GE Money eco MasterCard
0 comments  Published by Tim Norton on at 1:28 PM

Welcome back to my hatefest of the green-vertising world. The Center for Media and Democracy
have a good wiki entry on Greenwash, pointing out that;

Organizations are attracted to engage in greenwashing for a wide range of reasons
including:

attempting to divert the attention of regulators and deflating pressure for
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